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Every continuous and bounded random field on Rk is the limit of a sequence of strongly 
harmonizable random fields, uniformly on compact subsets of Rk. These harmonizable fields are 
obtained from the given random field by nonstationary linear filterings. 
continuous and bounded random fields * harmonizable random fields * approximation * filtering 
1. Harmonizability 
A random field X on IWk is a function X : Rk + Lc(S, 9, P) where (S, 9, P) is any 
probability space. Such a function is called a random process if k = 1. 
The field is said to be weakly harmonizable if there exists a a-additive set function 
p : 93(0X”) + Li(S, 9, P), %‘(lRk) being the Borelian a-field of IWk, such that 
WERk, X(t) = 
I 
exp(i(t, x))p(dx). 
I_L may be called a stochastic measure. 
In particular, if there exists a complex measure M on IWk x IWk such that 
VA, BE 93(Rk), E(p(A) . p(B)) = M(Ax B), 
we have 
vt, s E be, E(X( t) . X(s)) = 
- II 
exp i((6 4 -(s, y))M(dx, dy), 
and the weakly harmonizable random field under consideration is said to be strongly 
harmonizable, which admits M as spectral measure. 
2. Our result 
There exist weakly harmonizable random fields which are not strongly harmoniz- 
able [see 31. H. Niemi [5, Corollary 3.4.21 proved that each weakly harmonizable 
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process can be approximated by a sequence of strongly harmonizable processes 
uniformly on compact subsets of R. 
All weakly harmonizable random fields on Rk are continuous and bounded, but 
there exist continuous and bounded random fields which are not weakly harmoniz- 
able [see 31. We prove below the following extension of Niemi’s result. 
Theorem. Each continuous and bounded random jield X on Rk is the limit, uniformly 
on compact subsets of Rk, of a sequence of strongly harmonizable random fields, each 
of them admitting an absolutely continuous spectral measure. 
3. Literature 
The equivalence of Niemi’s definition of harmonizability with the definition used 
here is to be found in [l, p. 411. General properties of integrals and harmonizable 
processes are collected in [4]. One can also see [6] for harmonizable random fields 
and [2, Chapter IV] for integration with respect to vector-valued measures. 
4. Proof of the Theorem. Let X : Rk + Lg(S, 9, P) be a continuous and bounded 
random field. 
All the Lg(S, 9, P)-valued functions and measures introduced below will take 
values in the separable Hilbert subspace L’(X) generated by (X(t), t E Rk). 
In the sequel, we use the following notation: 
A is the Bore1 measure on Rk 
C=sup(IIX(t)ll, tERk) 
Vt = (t, , . . . ) fk) E Rk and 
Va>O: Itj=ltll+-* . +Itkl, t’=(t, t), fU(t) = ~~~(27~)~~‘~ exp(--t2/2f12). 
(a) Let a>O. VXEIW~, the continuous function s-X(s) exp(-i(s, x)-Is~/u) is 
A- (strongly) integrable since 
Moreover, by the dominated convergence theorem for the strong integral, the 
function F,: 
x ++ CTk(2Tr) -k’2fw(x) 1 X(s) exp( -i(s, x)-!) ds 
is also continuous and A-integrable since we have 
I llF_(x)ll dx<2ka2k(2~)-k’2C<+~. 
Let /lc : 9(Rk) + L’(X) be the stochastic measure defined by 
VB E WRk), /JAB) = l~(x)F,b) dx, 
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and X, be the weakly harmonizable random field associated to pc by 
vtdzk, Xv(t) = 
I 
exp(i(t, x))ddx). 
X, is a strongly harmonizable random field since, by using twice the Pettis property 
of the strong integral, we obtain 
VA, 13 E a@“), EL(A) . p.,(B)) = E 
(I 
l,(x)Fv(x) dx. 
I 
l,(y)F,(y) dy 
> 
= 
II 
l,(x)l,(y)E(~,(x) . F,(Y)) dx dy 
= M,(A x B), 
where M, is the complex measure on lRk x Rk admitting the density 
(x, Y)-E(Fc(x) . F,(Y)). 
(b) We now have to show that X, is obtained from X by filtering: 
VZE L2(X), let pT,= be the complex measure on Rk defined by 
VBE s(Rk), /-Q(B) = EL(B) * 2). 
pm,= admits the density x++E(F,(x) . 2). 
Consequently, by the Pettis property and Fubini’s theorem we have, Vt E Rk: 
E(X,(t) . 2) = 
J 
exp(i(t, x))p,,(dx) = 
J 
exp(i(t, x))E(F,(x) . 2) dx 
= (Tk(27r) -k/2 J exp(i(t, x>l_tAx) 
X (I E(X(r)*T)exp(-i(*x)-i)dr)dx 
= o”( 2r) -k/2 J E(X(s) . 2) exp --!!! ( > U 
X 
(I 
exp(i(t -s, x)&(x) dx 
> 
ds 
= &24-k/2 J E(X(s)*Z)exp ds 
= E ak( 2T) -k/Z JX(s)exp(-$!-$(t-s)2)ds*.Z). 
From this we deduce that 
x,(t) = ak(2Tr-k’2 J X(s)exp(-~-$(t-~)z) ds, (1) 
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i.e. X, is obtained by letting X pass through the integral-type linear filter Fr, the 
kernel of which is 
(s, t)~5~(2~)-~‘~ exp ( ISI u2 -a-y (t-s)* . > 
Obviously, SW is not stationary. 
(c) We now study the convergence of X,(t) towards X(t). VCY > 0, let A(a) = 
{t, t~88~, /t/ca}; VEERS and Vo>O, from (1) we have 
where 
gC5, 4 u) =X(t) exp (-z)(-l+exp(-i 11+:1)). 
We have to prove that 
Va>O, sup(llX,(r)-X(t)II; tEA(5))~0, 
or equivalently that 
sup (II1 f(~,t,u)du ;f~A(a) ~0 II > 
and 
sup (II1 g(c, t, u) du ; t E A(a) I/ > ____* 0. *-P+oD 
(1) 
(11) 
Let 5 > 0, E > 0. 
Proof of (I): We choose p > 5 such that 
Then the random field X being uniformly continuous on A(P), there exists 
n E IO, p - 5 [ such that 
u, UEA(P), lu-+q +J 11X(u)-X(V)[~~E. 
From the decomposition 
I f(u, t, u) du = f(5, t, u) du + I f(5, t, u) du, RL-A(/3) 
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we obtain, Vu 2 p/q : 
331 
sup f(a, t, u) du II;leA(a))~F~~(p)exp(-~)du 
+zc I,._.,,, exp( 4) d” 
=S (2C+(21T)k’Z)E, 
and this inequality proves the convergence property (I). 
Proof of (II): There exists y > 0 such that 
VxER, IxlSr =3 lex-llSE. 
From the decomposition 
g(a, r, u) du = g(a, t, u) du + 
I 
g(a, 6 u) du, 
W’--A(P) 
we obtain, Vu > 0: 
g(q t, u) du ; t E A(a) II > 
C I,._.,,, exp(-g) du 
S C((27r)k’2+ l)&, 
and this inequality proves the convergence property (II). 
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